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The clocks have gone back an hour....
You are probably thinking why does this affect me,
and why would my Health and Safety representative
be telling me about this?
Well... As an employer or employee, you have duty of care.
Workers will now be leaving work when it is dark, and some may
arrive before it is light. You need to be considering if it is safe.
Employers
You need to be considering whether there is adequate lighting outside - perhaps that bulb which burst in the car
park in April has been forgotten about and now vision is restricted when employees are trying to find their
vehicles at night.
Some of you employees may dislike driving home in the dark, you should be checking in on them regularly to
see how they are doing. Being an approachable and caring workplace can mean a lot to some employees.
Employees who drive regularly for the company will now be ‘night driving’, depending on their working hours, it
is important to check their eyesight is okay for the task, and they are not having any difficulties now.
Maybe, that one person you have asked to stay late and finish their work, who usually does not mind in the
summer, is acting different to the request, as they are now going back to empty, dark, house. It is time to speak
to your employees and check they are okay.
Employees
You have duty to report anything which is unsafe, so if you the lighting in the car park is insufficient you need to
tell your managers so it can be resolved.
If you know a fellow worker dislikes driving at night or returns to empty house check in with them or offer car
shares. Please bear in mind COVID procedures whilst doing this.

So, this is why we wanted to tell you about the clocks going back. It can have a many
detrimental effects to companies, and you need to make sure you are safe, and upholding
your duty of care, whatever the situation could be
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Bonfire Night!
COVID has certainly changed a lot of things this year, one of them being how
we would usually celebrate bonfire night.
As crowds is something that has to be avoided during this
frightful time there will be a lot of public fire work displays not
going ahead this year. Therefore, more people will be considering
having their own display at home.
If this is you, please remember fireworks are dangerous, and the use of them should
not be taken lightly.
Fireworks come with massive fire risks to users, animals and wildlife and any
neighbouring people or buildings.
If you are planning on having your own firework social distancing event, then please
remember;
To buy the right ones - Only Cat 2 and Cat 3 fireworks can be used at home, and
each have a minimum spectator distance - so you need to consider if your
garden is big enough to adhere to this.
Keep they safely stored away, somewhere dry, and cool to avoid accidental
lighting.
Protect animals - you are not allowed to set off fireworks in close proximity to
livestock or horses, so bare this in mind if you live in rural areas.
Protect children, young and vulnerable adults.
Wear appropriate clothing, especially if you are chief lighter.
Dispose of fireworks correctly, if any have misfired you may need to contact the
manufacturer about disposing of them safely.
Check your home insurance policy - if damage is caused by a firework you might
not be protected.
Keep a bucket of water, hose, or fire extinguisher close by.
Do not relight or pick up misfired fireworks.
Keep away from flammable items such as dry grass.
Keep away from lit fireworks and ensure only one is lit at a time which are in
close proximity to each other.
Do not point lit fireworks are people.
Only light them outside in the open.
Do not use the fireworks if under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
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